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Abstract. Human attention processes play a major role in the optimization of
human-machine interaction (HMI) systems. This work describes a suite of inno-
vative components within a novel framework in order to assess the human factors
state of the human operator primarily by gaze and in real-time. The objective is
to derive parameters that determine information about situation awareness of the
human collaborator that represents a central concept in the evaluation of interac-
tion strategies in collaboration. The human control of attention provides measures
of executive functions that enable to characterize key features in the domain of
human-machine collaboration. This work presents a suite of human factors anal-
ysis components (the Human Factors Toolbox) and its application in the assem-
bly processes of a future production line. Comprehensive experiments on HMI
are described which were conducted with typical tasks including collaborative
pick-and-place in a lab based prototypical manufacturing environment.
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1 Introduction

Human-machine interaction in manufacturing has recently experienced an emergence
of innovative technologies for intelligent assistance [1]. Human factors are crucial in
Industry 4.0 enabling human and machine to work side by side as collaborators. Human-
related variables are essential for the evaluation of human-interaction metrics [2]. To
work seamlessly and efficiently with their human counterparts, complex manufacturing
work cells, such as for assembly, must similarly rely on measurements to predict the
human worker’s behavior, cognitive and affective state, task specific actions and intent
to plan their actions. A typical, currently available application is anticipatory control
with human-in-the-loop architecture [3] to enable robots to perform task actions that
are specifically based on recently observed gaze patterns to anticipate actions of their
human partners according to its predictions.

In order to characterize the human state by means of quantitative measurement
technologies we expect that these should refer to performance measures that repre-
sent psychologically relevant parameters. Executive functions [18] were scientifically
investigated to represent activities of cognitive control, such as, (i) inhibition in selec-
tive attention, (ii) task switching capabilities, or (iii) task planning. These functions are
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dependent on dynamic attention and are relevant too many capability requirements in
assembly. (i) appropriate focus at the right time to manual interaction, (ii) switching
attention between multiple tasks at the same time, and (iii) action planning in short time
periods for optimized task performance. Consequently, measuring and modeling of the
state of cognition relevant human factors aswell as the current human situation awareness
are mandatory for the understanding of immediate and delayed action planning. How-
ever, the state-of-the-art does not yet sufficiently address these central human cognitive
functions to an appropriate degree. This work intends to contribute to fill this gap by pre-
senting a novel framework for estimating important parameters of executive functions in
assembly processes by means of attention analysis. On the basis of mobile eye tracking
that has been made available for real-time interpretation of gaze we developed software
for fast estimation of executive function parameters solely on the basis of eye tracking
data. In summary, this work describes a review of novel methodologies developed at
the Human Factors Lab of JOANNEUM RESEARCH to measure the human factors
states of the operator in real-time with the purpose to derive fundamental parameters
that determine situation awareness, concentration, task switching and cognitive arousal
as central for the interaction strategies of collaborative teams. The suite of gaze based
analysis software is referred as Human Factors Toolbox (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Human-robot collaboration and intuitive interface (HoloLens, eye tracking, markers for
OptiTrack localization) for the assessment of human factors state to characterize key features in the
collaboration domain. HRC within a tangram puzzle assembly task. (a) The operator collaborates
with the robot in the assembly (only robot can treat ‘dangerous’ pieces). (b) Egocentric operator
view with augmented reality based navigation (arrow), piece localization, gaze (blue sphere),
current state of mental load (L) and concentration (C) in the HoloLens display. (c) Recommended
piece (arrow) and gaze on currently grabbed puzzle piece.
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Human situation awareness is determined on the basis of concrete measures of eye
movements towards production relevant processes that need to be observed and evaluated
by the human. Motivated by the theoretical work of [4] on situation awareness the
presented work specifically aims at dynamically estimating (i) distribution of attentional
resources with respect to task relevant ‘areas of interaction’ over time, determined by
features of 3D gaze analysis and a precise optical tracking system, and (ii) derive from
this human factors in real-time, such as, (a) human concentration on a given task, (b)
human mental workload, (c) situation awareness and (d) executive functions related
measure, i.e., task switching rate. Gaze in the context of collaboration is analyzed in
terms of - primarily, visual - affordances for collaboration. In this work we demonstrate
the relevance of considering eye movement features for a profound characterization of
the state of human factors in manufacturing assembly cells by means of gaze behavior,
with the purpose to optimize the overall human-machine collaboration performance.

In the following, Sect. 2 provides an overview on emerging attention analyses tech-
nologies in the context of manufacturing human-machine interaction. Section 3 provides
insight into the application of a learning scenario in an assembly working cell. Section 4
provides conclusions and proposals for future work,

2 Human Factors Measurement Technologies for Human-Machine
Interaction

2.1 Intuitive Multimodal Assistive Interface and Gaze

In the conceptual work on intuitivemultimodal assistive interfaces, the interaction design
is fully aligned with the user requirements on intuitive understanding of technology [5].
For intuitive interaction, one opts for a human-centered approach and starts from inter-
human interactions and the collaborative process itself. The intuitive interaction system
is based on the following principles:

• Natural interaction: Mimicking human interaction mechanisms a fast and intuitive
interaction processes has to be guaranteed.

• Multimodal interaction: Implementation of gaze, speech, gestural, and Mixed-
Reality interaction offers as much interaction freedom as possible to the user.

• Tied modalities: Linking the different interaction modalities to emphasize the
intuitive interaction mechanisms.

• Context-aware feedback: Feedback channels deliver information regarding task,
environment to the user. One has to pay attention at what is delivered when and
where.

A central component entitled ‘Interaction Model’ (IM) acts as interaction control
and undertakes the communication with the periphery system. The IM also links the
four interaction modalities and ensures information exchange between the components.
It triggers any form of interaction process, both direct and indirect, and controls the
context-sensitivity of the feedback. It is further responsible for dialog management and
information dispatching.
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In human factors and ergonomics research, the analysis of eye movements enables
to develop methods for investigating human operators’ cognitive strategies and for rea-
soning about individual cognitive states [6]. Situation awareness (SA) is a measure of an
individual’s knowledge and understanding of the current and expected future states of a
situation. Eye tracking provides an unobtrusive method to measure SA in environments
where multiple tasks need to be controlled. [7] provided first evidence that fixation dura-
tion on relevant objects and balanced allocation of attention increases SA. However,
for the assessment of executive functions, the extension of situation analysis towards
concrete measures of distribution of attention is necessary and described as follows.

2.2 Recovery of 3D Gaze in Human-Robot Interaction

Localization of human gaze is essential for the localization of situation awareness with
reference to relevant processes in the working cell [8]. Firstly proposed 3D information
recovery of human gaze with monocular eye tracking and triangulation of 2D gaze
positions of subsequent key frames within the scene video of the eye tracking system.
Santner et al. [9] proposed gaze estimation in 3D space and achieved accuracies ≈1 cm
with RGB-D based position tracking within a predefined 3D model of the environment.
In order to achieve the highest level of gaze estimation accuracy in a research study,
it is crucial to track user’s frustum/gaze behavior with respect to the worker’s relevant
environment. Solutions that realize this include vision-based motion capturing systems:
OptiTrack1 can achieve high gaze estimation accuracy (≈0.06 mm).

2.3 Situation Awareness

Based on the cognitive ability, flexibility and knowledge of human beings on the one hand
and the power, efficiency and persistence of industrial robots on the other hand, collab-
oration between both elements is absolutely essential for flexible and dynamic systems
like manufacturing [10]. Efficient human-robot collaboration requires a comprehensive
perception of essential parts of the working environment of both sides. Human decision
making is a substantial component of collaborative robotics under dynamic environment
conditions, such as, within a working cell. Situation awareness and human factors are
crucial, in particular, to identify decisive parts of task execution.

In human factors, situation awareness is principally evaluated through question-
naires, such as, the Situational Awareness Rating Technique (SART [11]). Psychologi-
cal studies on situation awareness are drawn in several application areas, such as, in air
traffic control, driver attention analysis, or military operations. Due to the disadvantages
of the questionnaire technologies of SART and SAGAT, more reliable and less invasive
technologies were required, however, eye tracking as a psycho-physiologically based,
quantifiable and objective measurement technology has been proven to be effective [7,
12]. In several studies in the frame of situation awareness, eye movement features,
such as dwell and fixation time, were found to be correlated with various measures
of performance. [13, 14] have developed measurement/prediction of Situation Aware-
ness in Human-Robot Interaction based on a Framework of Probabilistic Attention, and
real-time eye tracking parameters.

1 http://www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack.

http://www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack
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2.4 Cognitive Arousal and Concentration Estimation

For quantifying stress we used cognitive arousal estimation based on biosensor data. In
the context of eye movement analysis, arousal is defined by a specific parametrization of
fixations and saccadic events within a time window of five seconds so that there is good
correlation (r = .493) between the mean level of electro-dermal activity (EDA) and the
outcome of the stress level estimator [15] (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Measure of attentional concentration on tasks. (a) Concentration level during a session
without assistance (red line is the mean; red is standard deviation), and (b) concentration level
during the sessionwith assistance.On average, the concentration increasedwhen using the intuitive
assistance. (Color figure online)

For the estimation of concentration or sustained attention, we refer to the areas of
interaction (AOI) in the environment as representing the spatial reference for the task
under investigation. Maintaining the attention on task related AOI is interpreted as the
concentration on a specific task [16], or on session related tasks in general. Various
densities of the fixation rate enable the definition of a classification of levels of actual
concentration within a specific period of time, i.e., within a time window of five seconds.

2.5 Estimation of Task Switching Rate

Task switching, or set-shifting, is an executive function that involves the ability to uncon-
sciously shift attention between one task and another. In contrast, cognitive shifting is
a very similar executive function, but it involves conscious (not unconscious) change
in attention. Together, these two functions are subcategories of the broader cognitive
flexibility concept. Task switching allows a person to rapidly and efficiently adapt to
different situations [17].

In a multi-tasking environment, cognitive resources must be shared or shifted
between the multiple tasks. Task switching, or set-shifting, is an executive function
that involves the ability to unconsciously shift attention between one task and another.
Task switching allows a person to rapidly and efficiently adapt to different situations.
The task-switching rate is defined by the frequency by which different tasks are actually
operated. The difference between tasks is defined by the differences in the mental model
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which is necessary to represent an object or a process in the mind of the human opera-
tor. Mental models are subjective functional models; a task switch requires the change
of the current mental model in consciousness and from this requires specific cognitive
resources and a load.

In the presented work, processing of a task is determined by the concentration of
the operator on a task related area of interaction (AOI). Interaction is defined by areas
in the operating environment where the operator is manipulating the location of puzzle
objects, i.e., grabbing puzzle pieces from a heap of pieces, or putting pieces onto a
final position in order to form a tangram shape. Whenever the gaze of the operator
intersects with an AOI that belongs to a specific task, then it is associated with an
on-going task. The task switch rate is then the number of switches between tasks per
period of time, typically the time of a whole session (see Fig. 3 for a visualization). Task
switching has been proposed as a candidate executive function along with inhibition,
the maintenance and updating of information in working memory, and the ability to
perform two tasks at the same time. There is some evidence not only that the efficiency of
executive functions improves with practice and guidance, but also that this improvement
can transfer to novel contexts. There are demonstrable practice-related improvements in
switching performance [18–20].

2.6 Cognitive Arousal and Attention in Multitasking

Stress is defined in terms of psychological and physical reactions of animate beings in
response to external stimuli, i.e., by means of stressors. These reactions empower the
animate to cope with specific challenges, and at the same time there is the impact of
physical and mental workload. [21, 22] defined stress in terms of a physical state of load
which is characterized as tension and resistance against external stimuli, i.e., stressors
which refers to the general adaptation syndrome. Studies confirm that the selectivity
of human attention is performing better when impacted by stress [35] which represents
the ‘narrowing attention’ effect. According to this principle, attention processes would
perform in general better with increasing stress impact.

Executive functions are related to the dynamic control of attention which refers to
a fundamental component in human-robot collaboration [36]. Executive functions refer
to mechanisms of cognitive control which enable a goal oriented, flexible and efficient
behavior and cognition [37, 38], and from this the relevance for human everyday func-
tioning is deduced. Following the definition of [23], executive functions above all include
attention and inhibition, taskmanagement or control of the distribution of attention, plan-
ning or sequencing of attention, monitoring or permanent attribution of attention, and
codification or functions of attention. Attention and inhibition require directional aspects
of attention in the context of relevant information whereas irrelevant information and
likewise actions are ignored. Executive functions are known to be impacted by stress
once the requirements for regulatory capacity of the organism are surpassed [24, 40].
An early stress reaction is known to trigger a saliency network that mobilizes excep-
tional resources for the immediate recognition and reactions to given and in particular
surprising threats. At the same time, this network is down-weighted for the purpose of
executive control which should enable the use of higher level cognitive processes [41].
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Fig. 3. Task switching between collaborative and the single task. (a) Placing a puzzle piece to
goal area in the collaborative task. (b) The operator places a puzzle piece to the goal area of single
task. (c) Switch between collaborative task (S1, above, green) and single task (S2, below, red).
Task duration is determined by the human gaze being focused within an AOI related to the specific
task. (Color figure online)

This executive control network is particularly important for long-term strategies and it
is the first that is impacted by stress [25].

In summary, impact of stress can support to focus the selective attention processes
under single task conditions, however, in case of multiple task conditions it is known
that stress impacts in a negative way the systematic distribution of attention onto sev-
eral processes and from this negatively affects the performance of executive functions.
Evaluation and prevention of long-term stress in a production work cell is a specific
application objective. Stress free work environments are more productive, provide more
motivated co-workers and error rates are known to be lower than for stressed workers.
The minimisation of interruption by insufficient coordination of subtasks is an important
objective function which has executive functions analysis as well as impact by stress as
important input variables.

Multi-tasking, Executive Functions and Attention. Multi-tasking activities are in
indirect relation with executive functions. Following Baddeley’s model of a central
executive in the working memory [38] there is an inhibitor control and cognitive flexi-
bility directly impacting the (i) multi-tasking, (ii) the change between task and memory
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functions, (iii) selective attention and inhibition functions. The performance in relation
to an activity becomes interrupted once there is a shift between one to the other (“task
switch”). The difference between a task shift which particularly requires more cognitive
resources, and a task repetition is referred to as ‘switch cost’ [26] and in particular of
relevance if the task switch is more frequently, and also referring to the frequency of
interruptions afterwhich the operator has to continue the activity from amemorized point
where the switch started. Task switches in any case involve numerous executive function
processes, including shift of focus of attention, goal setting and tracking, resources for
task set reconfiguration actions, and inhibition of previous task groups. Multi-Tasking
and the related switch costs define and reflect the requirements for executive functions
and from this the cognitive control of attention processes, which provides highly relevant
human factors parameters for the evaluation of human-robot collaboration systems.

The impact of executive functions on decision processes was investigated in detail
by [27]. Specifically they researched on aspects of applying decision rules based on
inhibition and the consistency in the perception of risk in the context of ‘task shifting’.
The results verify that the capacity to focus and therefore to inhibit irrelevant stimuli
represents a fundamental prerequisite for successful decision processes. At the same
time, the change between different contexts of evaluation is essential for consistent
estimation of risk (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Bio-sensor and eye tracking glasses setup in the Human Factors Lab at JOANNEUM
RESEARCH. (a) Bio-sensor setup with EDA sensor, HRV and breathing rate sensors. (b, c) Eye-
hand coordination task interrupted by a robot arm movement. (d) Target areas with holes and gaze
intersections centered around the center as landing point of eye-coordination task.
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Measurements of Emotional and Cognitive Stress. Stress or activity leads to psy-
chophysiological changes, as described by [28]. The body provides more energy to
handle the situation; therefore the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and the
sympathetic nervous system are involved. Sympathetic activity can be measured from
recordings of, for example, electro-dermal activity (EDA) and electrocardiogram (ECG).
Acute stress leads to a higher skin conductance level (SCL) and also tomore spontaneous
skin conductance reactions (NS.SCR). [29] showed in his summary of EDA research that
these two parameters are sensitive to stress reactions. In a further step, [30] examined
the reaction of stress by measuring EDA with a wearable device, during cognitive load,
cognitive and emotional stress, and eventually classified the data with a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) whether the person received stress. The authors conclude that the peak
high and the instantaneous peak rate are sensitive predictors for the stress level of a per-
son. The SVM was capable to classify this level correctly with an accuracy larger than
80%. The electrocardiogram shows a higher heart rate (HR) during stress conditions
meanwhile the heart rate variability (HRV) is low [31], and the heart rate was found to
be significantly higher during cognitive stress than in rest. [32] found in their survey that
the HRV and the EDA are the most predictive parameters to classify stress. [33] used
a cognitive task in combination with a mathematical task to induce stress. Eye activity
can be a good indicator for stressful situations as well. Some studies report more fixa-
tions and saccades guided by shorter dwell time in stress, other studies reported fewer
fixations and saccades but longer dwell time. Many studies use in addition the pupil
diameter for classification of stress, such as reported. In the survey from [32], the pupil
diameter achieved good results for detecting stress. A larger pupil diameter indicates
more stress. In the study of [34], blink duration, fixations frequency and pupil diameter
were the best predictors for work load classification (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Measurement of stress using eye movement features in relation to EDA measures. (a)
The relative increase and decrease of EDA and ‘stress level’ method based output are correlated
with Pearson r = .493 and from this the gaze based method provides an indication of arousal as
measured by EDA. (b) The stress level measured with higher and lower cognitive stress (NC and
SC condition) very well reflects the required cardinal ranking.

Stress Level Estimation. Eye movement based classification method, i.e., the ‘stress
level’ estimation method, very well estimates the EDA arousal level, as well as the cardi-
nal ranking for different levels of stress impact. The stress level estimation is computed
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by thresholds on the number of saccades and the mean dwell time during an observation
window of 5000 ms. For level 2 the number of saccades should be between 15 and 25,
and mean dwell time below 500 ms, For level 3, more than 25 saccades and mean dwell
time below 250 ms is requested.

Sample Study on Stress and Attention in Multitasking Human-Robot Interaction.
The presented work aimed to investigate how the impact of cognitive stress would affect
the attentional processes, in particular, the performance of the executive functions that
are involved in the coordination of multi-tasking processes. The study setup for the
proof-of-concept involved a cognitive task as well as a visuomotor task, concretely,
an eye-hand coordination task, in combination with an obstacle avoidance task that is
characteristic in human-robot collaboration. The results provide the proof that increased
stress conditions can actually be measured in a significantly correlated increase of
an error distribution as consequence of the precision of the eye-hand coordination.
The decrease of performance is a proof that the attentional processes are a product of
executive function processes. The results confirm the dependency of executive functions
and decision processes on stress conditions and will enable quantitative measurements
of attention effects in multi-tasking configurations.

3 Use Case for Real-Time Human Factors Measurements
in Assembly Work Cells

The use case for an assembly work cell is depicted in Fig. 6. The worker learns about to
assemble a transformer with its individual components, interacting with various areas in
its environment, e.g., to pick up a component from one area of a table and to place it to
another part of a table.

The learning scenario demonstrates the feasibility of the concentration measurement
technology. (1a) View on theworker with focus onwork (1a, 3a) and being interrupted by
a chatwith a colleague (2a).Accordingly, the level of concentrationmeasureddrops down
during the chat (2c) but is high during focused work (1c, 3c). (1b, 2b, 3b) demonstrates
the egocentric view of the worker by means of the HoloLens headset with gaze cursor
(blue) and concentration (orange) and stress (yellow) measurement bars.

The development of the demonstrator about the learning scenario is in progress. It is
overall based on the human factors measurement technologies described above. Upon
completion, a supervisor worker will be capable to select specific tasks from a novel
assembly work and investigate how well a rooky worker is performing in comparison to
expert datawhich arematched towards the novel data from the rooky. A distance function
will finally provide insight into parts of the interaction since with substantial distance to
the expert profile and from this enable to put the focus on parts of the sequence that most
need training. Furthermore, the pattern of interaction, i.e., gaze on objects and following
interactions, is further investigated for additional optimisations if applicable.
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(1a)

(1b)

(1c)

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

Fig. 6. Learning scenario demonstrating the feasibility of the concentration measurement tech-
nology. (1a) View on the worker with focus on work (1a, 3a) and being interrupted by a chat with
a colleague (2a). Accordingly, the level of concentration measured drops down during the chat
(2c) but is high during focused work (1c, 3c). (1b, 2b, 3b) demonstrates the egocentric view of
the worker by means of the HoloLens headset with gaze cursor (blue) and concentration (orange)
and stress (yellow) measurement bars. (Color figure online)

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This work presented innovative methodologies for the assessment of executive functions
to represent psychologically motivated quantitative estimations of human operator per-
formance in assembly processes. We estimated dynamic human attention from mobile
gaze analysis with the potential to measure, such as, attention selection and inhibition, as
well as task switching ability, in real-time. We presented a suite of different components
with gaze based human factors analysis that is relevant for the measurement of cogni-
tive and psychophysiological parameters. In this manner, this work intends to provide a
novel view on human operator state estimation as a means for the global optimization
of human-machine collaboration.
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Within a typical learning scenario of a human operator within an assembly work
cell and the study setup including application of state-of-the-art intuitive assistance
technology for the performance of collaborative tasks, we illustrated the potential of
interpretation from gaze based human factors data in order to evaluate a collaborative
system.

In future work we will study the potential of more complex eye movement features,
such as, for planning processes, to enable a more detailed analysis of the dynamic
distribution of attentional resources during the tasks.
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